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Paperless: An industry trend
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Digitalization is changing how we work, 
and going paperless is a major element of 
that process.



This is especially so in the financial sector, 
where mobile devices, digital banks and 
rising customer expectations are forcing 
traditional banks to create paperless 
workplaces.



Going paperless will only accelerate in the 
post-COVID-19 world, where demand for 
“non-contact” services calls for paperless 
solutions that allow simultaneous, 
real-time input in non-face-to-face 
environments.

Cherry eForm is Korea's market-leading 
enterprise e-Form and reporting solution.



Boasting over 5,000 clients, Cherry eForm lets even 
non-coders create and publish e-Forms in minutes.

Introducing Cherry eForm

Going paperless makes good 
business and environmental 
sense.

It improves efficiency and productivity, 
creating a one-stop contract process and 
increasing customer satisfaction.

It enhances document security, preventing 
the disclosure of company secrets and the 
loss of documents.

It’s good for the environment. One 
insurance company alone can reduce 
carbon emissions by 1,244 tons and save 
15,300 trees a year by going paperless.

It is cost effective, reducing the cost of 
paper, print and storage.
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Cherry eForm: A Paperless 
Work Environment

Cherry eForm is the most intuitive and 
powerful software to create Smart 
e-Forms and collect, distribute and 
manage data conveniently.



Cherry eForm lets even non-coders create 
and publish e-Forms in minutes with its 
powerful yet intuitive e-Form design tool. 

The design tool lets you:

Convert paper forms to electronic forms

Transform forms into Microsoft Office 
formats

Turn PDF forms into fillable e-Forms

Why Cherry eForms?

Forms created using Cherry e-Form allow 
for calculations, validations and other logic 
processes.

Access forms across platforms and devices 
through any modern browser that 
supports HTML5.

Enter and edit data anywhere, anytime, 
including on mobile devices, with a 
user-friendly interface.

Save forms in convenient encrypted XML 
format, creating files far smaller than 
image or PDF-based formats.

Cherry eForm supports multiple screens, 
synchronizing display and input 
information in real time between desktops 
and tablets.

Make use of a full range of user, server, 
development and management modules.

Independently control the same form, 
pre-populate data onto multiple forms or 
guide customers on filling out forms.
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Over 25 Years of Experience

Cherry eForm has been lighting up South 
Korea’s electronic document market for 
over 25 years.

Product certificates include:

Green Certification

Software for Administrative Work

Good Software Certificate

CA Smart Certification

VeriTest Certification

New Software Excellence Award

Excellent Product Designation

Cherry eForm is accessible through any modern browser that supports HTML5

Cherry eForm



Real world success

Cherry eForm has radically transformed major businesses in South Korea.
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Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Get in touch with our team

Standard Chartered Korea used Cherry 
eForm to implement tablet banking and 
create paperless banking for the first time 
in South Korea. 



This led to customer-friendly changes in 
bank layout and allowed customers to 
conduct banking activities anywhere and 
at any time.



The project was so successful that the 
bank will implement Cherry eForm in ten 
more countries: Hong Kong, Singapore, the 
UAE, Malaysia, India, Kenya, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, Indonesia and Bangladesh.

KB Bank used Cherry eForm to create 750 
paperless branches, allowing over 6,000 
tellers to make expensive, cumbersome 
and environmentally destructive paper 
banking a thing of the past.

In the public sector, Cherry eForm has 
been adopted by most government 
agencies in Korea.
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